RESTLESSLIVING
“... restlessly dedicated to contemporary living.”
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THE PAVILION
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n the rolling Californian hills of Silicon Valley,
the effortless modern architectural home named
»The Pavilion« sits high overlooking the City of
San Jose. Immersed with its landscape, the simple,
elegant, ranch style home provides an escape f rom
the bustling city beneath; a city housing a booming
high tech industry. We spoke to the Founder of Feldman Architecture, Jonathan Feldman.
“When our clients purchased a stunning lot nestled
among the hills above San Jose, they dreamed
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San Jose, California, United States
of an equally stunning structure that sat lightly on
the dramatic hill slope. The original building had
burned down some years before, leaving behind its
foundation and an unnaturally flat plot cut into the
hillside”, Jonathan says. Understandably, the flat
spot of the site made the placement of a house easier, but also left the design team with more opportunity to effectively embrace the landscape. Jonathan
explains: “Our design team, upon initial visits to the
site, aimed to construct a home that both made
whole the scarred terrain and benef ited f rom the

unusually flat land. These conditions encouraged
our designers to push the house deeper into the
hillside, nestling the building naturally into the surrounding landscape”, and he continues: “ The result
provides sweeping views of San Jose and elevated
privacy levels. The house is hidden f rom public view
f rom all but a few spots, organically blending into
the surrounding geography.” This is also a result that
responds very well to the needs of the client family.
When thinking of their future home, the clients had
a strong desire to accommodate a growing fam-
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ily; making enough space for children to play both
inside and outside, and to embrace their inherited
love for gardening and the outdoors. Consequently,
many of the spaces float directly into the surrounding
landscape, patios, and gardens. The house consists
of three main structures: the glass pavilion, a South
wing and a North wing. Jonathan explains: “ Two stucco wings stand as the home’s anchors, grounding the
glass core and structure to the earth. To the South, a
single-story section lies close to the land and houses a master suite and two smaller bedrooms. The
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North wing rises dramatically above the rest of the
residence, extending f rom a subterranean garage,
through a casual den, to culminate in a loft above.“
Even upon entry, nothing is left to chance. As Jonathan mentions: “ The entryway welcomes visitors
into its def ining feature: a glass pavilion that serves
as the home’s great room. The glass walls disappear
into the hills, eliminating visual barriers between
the home and the valley below. The exposed steel
structure elegantly breaks and f rames views. Natural light f ilters into the space throughout the day,

while panoramic vistas sweep out across San Jose to
the Golden Gate Bridge in the distance.” With these
design elements in mind, the result is exactly what
the team had hoped for. As Jonathan conclusively
expresses: “(By creating, ed.) the epitome of effortless Californian modern architecture, we were so
honored to be part of shaping, designing, and realizing our clients’ family sanctuary.”
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